The #1 Fastest-Growing Email Delivery Service
SparkPost is the world’s fastest-growing email delivery service.
Our customers — including Pinterest, Twitter, CareerBuilder,
LinkedIn, Salesforce, Zillow, and Comcast — send over 3 trillion
messages a year, over 25% of the world’s non-spam email. The
SparkPost service for sending API-driven transactional and
marketing email provides the industry-leading performance,
deliverability, flexibility, and analytics they need to drive
customer engagement for their business.

No One Knows Email Better
For more than a decade, we’ve developed the highestperforming technology in the email industry, and our
leadership continues with the first email delivery service truly
architected for the cloud. From the pioneering Momentum
MTA to today’s fully elastic cloud email delivery service,
SparkPost provides our customers with the proven highest
inbox delivery rates, easy setup and launch, and comprehensive analytics and insight. Our cloud-native platform gives our
customers the reliability and scalability they demand —
and more. There’s never been a better way to send email.

“Being a premiere customer of the SparkPost
service has allowed us to achieve high levels
of reliability and performance … We are very
excited to work with SparkPost.”
—TARA CLARK, DIRECTOR OF EMAIL, ZILLOW

The Best Team in the Business
SparkPost’s innovative technology makes high-performance
email delivery possible, but our most valuable asset is
our people — the most talented and experienced email
experts in the industry. That’s why our customers trust in our
team to make the difference. From deliverability experts to
a community of developers to dedicated Technical Account
Managers for enterprise customers, our team is there with
you every step of the way.

Trusted to Deliver Customer Success
Our 15,000+ active customers range from the biggest senders in
the world to start-ups and small companies that are just beginning to make a mark. But what they share is understanding
of the business value of email — and the confidence that
comes from working with an email delivery service that is 100%
committed to helping them to achieve their business goals.
The best technology supported by the most experienced
people. SparkPost is the email service you can count on.

Learn More About SparkPost’s
Services and Team
Visit sparkpost.com, call 877-887-3031,
email hello@sparkpost.com or
follow us on Twitter @SparkPost.

TRUSTED TO SEND 25% OF THE WORLD’S NON-SPAM EMAIL BY COMPANIES INCLUDING:
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